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Module 3 – Lesson 3:  ET Contact and The Law of Attraction

How We Create our Reality Within Us

If we recall the earlier modules we remember how everything exists 

within our consciousness, really no different from a dream at night. Our 

physical reality is a projection of our Infinite Self, an energetic 

projection of intelligent consciousness mirroring our Infinite nature. 

Everything we see is made of the One Consciousness/Energy that 

connects us all. 

Believing is Seeing

Understanding that we create our reality within our consciousness - that

we are Source Consciousness projecting the dream of a physical body 

and a physical experience into our reality. From here we can look at 

how we create our reality. In the first module we looked at how we 

create our reality through our vibrational output, what we put out is 

what we get back. At the root of our state of being and vibration is our 

belief system. Our beliefs essentially create our reality. Our beliefs effect

how we perceive our reality, how we react in situations, and how we 

respond mentally and emotionally to life. They also guide our day to day
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thoughts and choices. So the vibrations we emit based on our 

subconscious beliefs, our thought patterns and our emotions are what 

creates our reality. If we believe extraterrestrials are here, and part of 

our own consciousness, and excited to interact with and help us at this 

time - then this is the reality we’ll begin to align with and experience. If 

we’re unsure if extraterrestrials actually exist and doubt their reality, 

then contact will be harder because our beliefs create reality.

You Cannot Perceive What You’re Not the Vibration Of

Understanding that our beliefs and vibrational output create our reality 

we can look at how this ties in to the contact experience. To attract 

extraterrestrials into our reality and experience contact we need to shift 

our consciousness to a vibrational state similar to theirs, we need to 

become like them! This way we’re emitting a frequency similar to theirs 

which will begin to shift our reality to a dimension where we can 

interact. 

You cannot perceive what you’re not the vibration of. We need to begin 

to match their frequency and resonate on the same wavelength so we 

can meet them in our reality. We do this by acting like them and 

thinking like them more and more: Refining our beliefs to perspectives 

that empower and uplift us. Seeing that all beings including us are 

perfect and beautiful divine aspects of creation. Acting on our highest 

excitement moment to moment in unconditional love for ourselves and 
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all of creation. Being fearless, only acting in love. When we begin to 

take on these traits our frequency rises, we’re becoming more aligned 

with Higher Self and our shift to Fourth Density has begun. Now we’re 

on their wavelength, we’re on their vibration, and we’ll begin to enter 

into their reality.
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